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BLUEBERRY
Blueberry. A Noble Farms classic, is an admired, 
flavor-forward Indica hybrid with a strong genetic 
backbone.

CHERRY PIE
Noble Farms’ most iconic strain. Cherry Pie is a 
popular and potent Indica-leaning hybrid. 

COOKIES 
& CREAM
Cookies and Cream is a smooth and sweet-tasting 
hybrid that offers a strong high. Users may notice a 
creamy mouth-feel on the inhale and leaves a nutty, 
toasted flavor when exhaled.

GG4
GG4 is a potent hybrid strain that delivers 
heavy-handed euphoria and relaxation, leaving you 
feeling “glued” to the couch.

KANDY KUSH
Kandy Kush is a tasty Indica dominate favorite with 
flavor sweet like candy with a strong lemon kush 
scent.

MARIONBERRY
KUSH  
Marionberry Kush is a delicious Indica leaning 
hybrid. The head high of this strain hits first, leaving 
users motivated and focused with noteworthy mind 
relief followed by a slow relaxing body buzz. 

RUDEBOI OG
The hashy kush aroma typically found in OG varieties 
comes out strong in this hybrid, providing a flavorful 
introduction with a refreshing finish.

SLURRICANE
Noble Farms’ Slurricane, bred by In-House Genetics.  
This hybrid produces a tropical and creamy-OG 
aroma.

TRIANGLE KUSH
Triangle Kush is an Indica originating in Florida, 
named after the state’s three cannabis-producing 
capitals: Jacksonville, Miami, and Tampa.

SATSUMA
This hybrid is a citrus lover’s dream. It’s delicious 
flavor is sweet and creamy with orange and 
grapefruit notes. With powerful full-body effects, our 
Satsuma high is uplifting in nature with both head 
and body effects.

Grandaddy Purple x Durban Poison

Chocolate Haze x OG Chocolate Thai

Rasberry Kush x Space Queen

Afghani x Thai x Purple Thai

 Irene OG x Face Off OG

Do-Si-Dos x Purple Punch

Florida OG Kush Derived

Cali-O x Snow Lotus

Starfighter x Girl Scout Cookie

Chem's Sister x Chocolate Diesel  x Sour Double
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ALASKAN THUNDER FUCK (ATF)
Noble Farms ATF plays homage to those who used 
to grow this legendary strain back before the 
recreational days. 

PUGS BREATH
Pugs Breath is a Sativa dominant hybrid. It has a 
grapefruit citrus flavor with sweet and sour notes. 
Calyxes are very plump and shiny with a 
resin-crusted outside. Producing an upfront 
euphoric high leading to an enjoyable body stone.

SOUR PINEAPPLE 
Another one of Noble Farms’ most sought after 
strains this sativa-dominant flower merges two 
beloved sativa strains creating an amazingly distinct 
sweet and fruity aroma.

TANGIE POWER 
Our Noble Farms’  Tangie Power is one of those 
perfect Hybrids leaning on the Sativa side from the 
dominant mother Agent Orange.

Mendobreath F2 Ultraviolet x 
Mendobreath Studly Spewright

Pineapple Kush x Sour Diesel

Agent Orange x Blue Power
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ID PLATINUM 
COOKIES HYBRID
We have the real deal Holyfield Platinum Cookies 
cut. This strain got a reputation in the cookie family 
because of its flavor, smell and unmatched look.

OG Kush x Durban Poison


